
From: Kevin.S Huffman <kevin.s.huffman@tn.gov>
To: patricia@excelined.org
CC: Chris Cerf <cdcerf@gmail.com>

gtr924@aol.com
paul.pastorek@eads-na.com
drericjsmith@gmail.com
drtonybennett@gmail.com
Stephen Bowen <Stephen.Bowen@maine.gov>
Gist,Deborah <Deborah.Gist@ride.ri.gov>
janet.barresi@sde.ok.gov
hannaskandera@yahoo.com
John.Bailey@dutkoworldwide.com
dfinn@excelined.org
Joanna Hassell (Joanna@exelined.org) <Joanna@excelined.org>
fonda@excelined.org
jaryn@excelined.org
mandy@excelined.org
MaryLaura@excelined.org
Matthew Ladner <ladner55@gmail.com>
Christy Hovanetz(christyh@excelined.org) <chovanetz2@meridianstrategiesllc.com>

Date: Mon, 7/11/2011 8:27:07 AM
Subject: Re: Teachers and leaders set-aside

Thanks! Think they are on a wednesday timeline so I will email Tuesday night....

Sent from my iPad

On Jul 11, 2011, at 8:59 AM, "Patricia Levesque (patricia@excelined.org)" <patricia@excelined.org> wrote:

Based upon Kevin’s response.  We will work on getting the letter prepared for Chiefs for Change to support the
nonprofit competitive grants for teacher recruitment.

 

Please let us know asap if you would like to sign on – Chris and Kevin, we have you both down as supporters.

 

Jaryn will circulate the letter to your comm. directors also.

 

Patricia

 

From: Kevin.S Huffman [mailto:kevin.s.huffman@tn.gov]
Sent: Sunday, July 10, 2011 7:17 AM
To: Chris Cerf
Cc: gtr924@aol.com; Paul Pastorek(paul.pastorek@eads-na.com); Patricia Levesque (patricia@excelined.org);
drericjsmith@gmail.com; drtonybennett@gmail.com; Stephen Bowen; Deborah Gist; Janet
Barresi(janet.barresi@sde.ok.gov); Hanna Skandera(hannaskandera@yahoo.com); John.Bailey@dutkoworldwide.com;
Deirdre Finn (dfinn@excelined.org); Fonda Anderson (fonda@excelined.org); Jaryn Emhof (jaryn@excelined.org); Mandy
Clark (mandy@excelined.org); Mary Laura Bragg (MaryLaura@excelined.org); Matthew Ladner; JebBush; Christy Hovanetz
(christyh@excelined.org); David Coleman
Subject: Re: Teachers and leaders set-aside

 

Hi,

 

Would probably be a cut for TFA, which used to get over 20mm in a straight line item. 



 

I think the way things work at the fed gvt, they wd create a grant competition, have peer review etc.
the money wd spread out and I wd be surprised if TFA cd hold the line. I can't speak to the other
programs.

 

The catch in all such grant programs, as we know, is that some money will get awarded to the strong
programs and some will go to random teacher and leader programs, which may help grow some good
programs, but may fund some less good programs too.

Sent from my iPad

On Jul 10, 2011, at 1:32 AM, "Chris Cerf" <cdcerf@gmail.com> wrote:

Agree that such cuts would be bad for reform.  What I can't yet figure out is whether $100 million is
equal to the amount these organizations stand to lose or represent major new funding for them. 
Put me down as supporting the letter to the extent that a 5% set aside more or less "holds
harmless" the funding that was already in place.  

On Fri, Jul 8, 2011 at 4:07 PM, Kevin.S Huffman <Kevin.S.Huffman@tn.gov> wrote:

All,

 

Thanks for considering the 5% set-aside. I am attaching the "dear colleague" letters circulated in the Senate that
support the concept.

 

To Chris' question on the call, the best guess is that 5% would be about $100 million (it depends on
appropriation cuts to Title II) to create a pool of money for a competitive grant for teachers and leaders. The
reality is that requesting the 5% likely means a potential result of a set-aside of less money. In Sec Duncan's
blueprint for ESEA, they ultimately want a teachers and leaders grant pool of $200 million annually.

 

I obviously am biased given my time at TFA, but I think that cutting funding for TFA, TNTP, New Leaders, and
other alt routes would be bad for reform.

 

From a process standpoint, could you all let Tony and Patricia know by email if you support Chiefs signing a
letter in support of the set-aside by Monday COB?

 

Thanks!

 

Kevin

>>> "Patricia Levesque (patricia@excelined.org)" <patricia@excelined.org> 7/7/2011 8:46 AM >>>

More from Tom Vander Ark on a new “testing ecosystem” that should be developed
from two testing consortia.

 

 

From: John Bailey [mailto:John.Bailey@dutkoworldwide.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 10:52 PM



To: Patricia Levesque (patricia@excelined.org)
Subject: FW: More On Assessment

 

FYI –

 

 

More On Assessment

edReformer

Several knowledgable policy analysts have read the open letter to the testing consortia and
have responded, “I still don’t get it, what’s the problem?” Perhaps the letter was too oblique.  In
the three areas that the letter addresses, my big concerns are

1)      by taking the swiss-army knife approach (tests that improve instruction, measure teacher effectiveness, hold
schools accountable) the consortia will default to end of year mostly multiple choice tests.  Instead of trying to
build/buy ‘super tests’ they should be building the framework for a ‘super system’ that would utilize many forms
of assessment data for appropriate purposes.  An assessment ecosystem should support multiple platforms and
tools that states and districts/networks can use to assemble assessment aligned assessments–that’s very different
than half the states giving the same end of year multiple choice test.

 

Cost and comparability are the drivers here.  By over-weighting these factors states will stifle
innovation and lock in the system we have.  Instead, we want the consortia to  design assessment
systems for personalized digital learning environments of 2014.

 

 

2) PARRC’s idea of through course assessments is a good one but they shouldn’t require everyone
to use the same benchmark assessments at the same time–that will prove to be misaligned with
instruction in most schools, particularly high performing schools with a well developed curriculum.
 Most digital learning programs/schools have built in assessments, so what is proposed is
redundant.  We’re advocating for a plug-and-play approach where districts/networks can show
their state they’ve got this covered.

 

 

Like #1, this comes down to comparability.  The shift to digital learning and the resulting flood of
keystroke data will yield thousands of entries into a student’s standards based gradebook–that will
be more than enough data correlated to the Core to make comparisons of academic growth and
kids at/above grade level.  I think it will be possible to build lists of tests and testing components
can be certified for comparability rather than give everyone the same test.

 

 

3) New tests will hinder rather than help competency-based models.  I’m afraid
that consortia/states will get cheap and only do end of year tests rather than systems that
measure progress along the way.  Take FL Virtual for example, they have rolling enrollments (the
gold standard).  When kids finish a course they should take the test, not wait until May.

 

 

In short, I don’t want one big cheap end of year test used for more than it should be.  I don’t think
this was the direction contemplated by the RttT assessment grants.   I don’t want it to lock in the
teacher-centric age cohort model for another decade.  I don’t want simple assessments, I want



complex performance based assessments.  I want a system that will incorporate all the
performance feedback that students will be receiving a few years from now.  I understand the cost
pressures, but think we can build assessment systems that work better and may be cheaper than
what is being contemplated.

For More:

EdWeek review
EdWeek: Evidence that cost pressures are influencing consortia test design
Preserving Access to an Uncommon Curriculum

Sent with Reeder

Sent from my iPad

 


